Abstract: This paper proposes a novel touchless visualization system for computer aided surgery (CAS), which can control and manipulate the patient's 3D anatomy model without contact through the use of Kinect-based gesture recognition technology. Real-time visualization is important in surgery, particularly during the operation. But traditional input devices are reliant on physical contact, which are ill-suited for non-sterile conditions. The depth and skeleton information from Kinect are effectively utilized to produce markerless hand extraction. Based on this representation, histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) features and principal component analysis (PCA), are used to recognize hand gestures. We developed a new system, which can visualize 3D medical image with L form screen and 9 kinds of simple touchless single-handed interactions. Experiments show that the proposed system is able to achieve high accuracy.
Introduction
With the development of medical imaging technologies, such as MR and CT, 3D medical images with high-resolution are become possible for assistance of diagnostics and surgery. Real-time imaging review is important in surgery, particularly during the operation. In traditional ways, however, a surgeon usually needs to use some physical contact devices such as mouse, keyboard or touch panel, which are ill-suited for non-sterile condition. So a touchless visualization system is helpful for supporting surgery. In 2014, Microsoft released a type of low-cost RGB-D camera, called Kinect. The Kinect brings a new generation of motion tracking with far greater accuracy and shorter response time which is considered as an ideal solution for touchless interactions. Several touchless interaction systems have been proposed for visualization of medical images in surgery operation room [1] - [3] . However, these systems still have some limitations: need two hands for interaction [1] or can only visualize 2D medical images [2] . In this paper, we developed a touchless visualization system using Kinect for assisting hepatic surgery, which can visualize 3D medical images with single-hand interactions. A preliminary version of this work was presented earlier in an international conference (InMed2016) [4] . The present work is an improved version of our previous work. In our new version, a robust and accurate Kinect-based gesture recognition system has been realized. We also performed a user study questionnaire to evaluate our system quantitatively. visualization module, we visualized the patient's anatomic models (3D surface rendering) such as the liver and its vessel structure based on Omega Space and Visualization ToolKit (VTK ver.7.1.0, from Kitware Inc.) [5] . In the interaction module, we designed 9 gestures to control the visualization mode. We apply a Kinect to obtain depth images of user's hand and recognize the hand gesture to control the visualization modes.
There are several kinds of modes including rotation, adjustment of opacity and switch between visible and invisible for three kinds of vessels. Fig. 1 summarized the major steps in the proposed system. 
Hand Gesture Recognition
In this section, we present our methods for the hand gesture recognition problem. We first briefly introduce hand depth image generation with Kinect and preprocessing approaches. Then we describe our general approach which uses HOG [6] for feature extraction and dimension reduction by PCA [7] . Finally, we
show recognition results by a nonlinear SVM classifier.
Hand Depth Image Generation and Preprocessing
We utilize the depth information and skeleton tracking provided by the Kinect to generate the depth image of hand. First, we acquire a depth image of the user (Fig. 2(a) ). Then, we do calibration between color and depth camera and using the right hand joint point as the center, chip out a 100100 cm square region as a ROI of hand region ( Fig. 2(b) ). The depth image with a range from d-30 cm to d +5 cm is defined as a hand image, where d is the depth of the right hand joint point. The segmented hand image is shown in Fig.  2 (c). Since the hand image has other regions' pixels with remained as noise, we apply an opening operator and a median filter to remove the noise ( Fig. 2(d) ). In practical applications, the extracted hand shapes usually have different depth values due to various distances from the camera to hand. We normalized the segmented depth image to a range of [0, 35] 
HOG for Feature Extraction
The histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [6] are extracted from the acquired depth hand image. These features are used for gesture recognition. At first, we divide the hand image into small regions called "cells".
The size of the cell is 1010 (Fig. 3. (a) ). The edge gradients and orientations are calculated at each cell's pixel. The gradient magnitude ( , ) is calculated using Eq. (1), where ( , ) and ( , ) are two gradient images in x and y, respectively, calculated by Eq. (3). The orientation ( , ) is calculated using Eq. (2). The orientations are quantified to nine bins. Each cell's histogram (v(n), n=0, 1, 2, ..., 8) ranges from 0 to 180 degrees and each bin has 20 degrees. For each pixel, it's contribution (weight) to the histogram (v(n)) is given by the gradient magnitude.
( , ) = √ ( , ) 2 + ( , ) 2 (1) 
We group adjacent cells as a block for normalization. The block size is 33 (Fig. 3. (b) ). The number of block is 88. The normalization is done with Eq. (4).
where v is the histogram,  is the size of one block and is the number of orientation bins. The set of these block histograms is used as the feature vector for hand gesture recognition. The dimension of feature vector is 88qqN=5184. 
Principal Component Analysis of HOG Features
In this paper, we adopt training database which contains M=27000 images of depth hand gestures, were built by ourselves. As shown in previous section, the total number of features becomes L=5184 when extracting HOG features from all locations on the gird. Since the dimension of the feature vector is too large for real-time application, We utilize principal components analysis to reduce the dimensionality of the feature vectors. We donate HOG features as = (ℎ 1, ℎ 2, ⋯ ℎ L, ) . m is defined as the mean vector and is calculated by Eq.(5).
Covariance matrix is calculated by Eq. (6).
We can calculate eigenvalue and eigenvector from covariance matrix by Eq. (7). =
We sort eigenvalues in descending order to find the optimal subset. As shown in Fig.4 , the accumulative proportion rate reaches 90% or more when adding the eigenvalues up to the 142, so we compress features to 142 dimensions. We donate the reduced HOG feature vector as reduction = ( 1 , 2 , ⋯ 142 ) T . 
Hand Gesture Recognition by a Nonlinear SVM Classifier
To recognize the hand gestures using HOG features, we trained a multi-class SVM classifier using LIBSVM [8] . The RBF kernel was used for nonlinear classification.
A test dataset was collected from 10 persons in advance, each person has 50 pieces of depth images of different hand shapes. Table 1 shows average accuracy rates, and Fig. 5 shows recognition results by box plot figure. X markers are defined as the mean of recognition rate. 401  601  801  1001  1201  1401  1601  1801  2001  2201  2401  2601  2801  3001  3201  3401  3601  3801  4001  4201  4401  4601  4801  5001 Accumlated Contribution Rate 
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Visualization
In the visualization module, surface models of hepatic artery, hepatic portal vein, hepatic vein and liver parenchyma (Fig. 6.) are generated by converting volume data to a triangulated mesh surface by the use of marching cube algorithms. The volume data are segmented semi-automatically from CT images under the guidance of a physician [9] , [10] . By visualizing these models together and changing the opacity of the liver, the surgeon can easily recognize the liver geometry, its vessels structures and locations during the surgery as shown in Fig. 7 . Please refer [9] , [10] for detailed information about CT data and segmented liver and vessel data. 
Touchless Visualization by Single-Handed Interactions
The proposed system adopts 9 gestures in this paper. Several settings are prepared to prevent unconsciously visualization operations. We just recognize the nearest person within 5m for capturing the best hand interactions. When the user's right hand is above waist for 45cm, the gesture is became available state. Surface rendering of liver and its vessels are visualized when the system is started. Three kinds of operations are available: rotation, opacity adjustment, display or non-display switching. With the right hand in the shape of grasp, models rotate along X direction when hand moves up and down, while models rotate along Y direction when hand moves right and left ( Fig. 8 (a) (b) ). We use the hand shape palm up and palm down to adjust the liver's opacity (Fig. 8 (c) (d) (e) (f) ). We use finger left, finger up, finger down, finger left to switch display and non-display of hepatic artery, hepatic portal vein and hepatic vein (Fig. 8 (g ) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)). The surgeon can confirm the information of patient's liver and hepatic vessels based on single-handed interactions (Table 2) . 
Users Evaluation
After using our system, a total of 15 participants completed a subjective user satisfaction questionnaire as shown in Table 3 . Evaluation items are divided into visualization, rotation of models, adjustment of opacity, display or non-display operation and etc. Each item is evaluated in 5 levels for each subject. The evaluation decreases as approaching 1, and becomes higher as closer to 5. It can be seen that most of operations are satisfying, but some operations such as the switch display still need to be improved. 
Conclusion
We developed a touchless visualization system for medical volume. By using our system, surgeons can operate and check the information of patient body without touching devices. The system can visualize the liver and its vessel structure together and the visualization is controlled by single-handed interactions. We use the depth images obtained by Kinect and HOG feature extraction to recognize hand shape. User evaluations show that most of operations are satisfying. In the future work, we are going to improve some operations such as switch display using some deep learning methods to make the method robust enough to work in surgery. Moreover, experiments involve surgeon will be conducted.
